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Why EV Charging stations?
• Meeting the Needs of Residents: As EVs become more popular, residents within the community may own electric vehicles. Installing charging stations 

can cater to their needs, making it convenient for them to charge their cars at home.

• Property Value: Homes in communities with EV charging infrastructure often have higher property values. This can be an attractive feature for 
potential buyers and may lead to increased demand for homes in the community.

• Sustainability: Supporting EVs aligns with sustainability goals. EVs produce fewer emissions than traditional gasoline-powered vehicles, contributing to 
cleaner air and a reduced carbon footprint. HOAs can demonstrate a commitment to sustainability by providing charging infrastructure.

• Enhancing Community Appeal: Offering EV charging can make the community more attractive to potential residents who are environmentally 
conscious and value clean transportation options.

• Compliance with Regulations: Some regions and cities may have regulations or incentives encouraging the installation of EV charging infrastructure. 
By proactively installing charging stations, HOAs can ensure compliance with local laws and possibly access government incentives or rebates.

• Future-Proofing: As governments worldwide push for a transition to electric vehicles, it's likely that the number of EVs on the road will continue to 
grow. Installing charging stations now can help future-proof the community and ensure it remains competitive and relevant.

• Revenue Generation: Depending on the setup, charging stations can generate revenue. HOAs can charge residents and guests for using the stations, 
potentially offsetting the installation and maintenance costs.



Site Survey and Estimates from the 
contractors 
• Received bid from two companies after they tested the power 

consumption during peak hours
• It was recommended to add a new panel to cover the power load for 

four units(2 set of two units) for 400A box. Currently we have 200A 
box. 
• Install 2 set of CT4000 (cost of 12K each pay 5 yearly installments)
• Total cost of equipment 24K
• Annual cost of $4800 for both units



Little’s Quality Contracting : David



Salone Solutions:  Les Salone



Potential ROI Calculator

• Sample template from Tesla (can customize as we like it)


